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Abstract—This study examines the possibility of applying the theory of multidimensional accounting (momentum accounting) in a Brazilian Navy’s Services Provider Military Organization (Organização Militar Prestadora de Serviços - OMPS). In general, the core of the said theory is the fact that Accounting does not recognize the inertia of transactions occurring in an entity, and that occur repeatedly in some cases, regardless of the implementation of new actions by its managers. The study evaluates the possibility of greater use of information recorded in the financial statements of the unit of analysis, within the strategic decisions of the organization. As a research strategy, we adopted the case study. The results infer that it is possible to use the theory in the context of a multidimensional OMPS, promoting useful information for decision-making and thereby contributing to the strengthening of the necessary alignment of its administration with the current desires of the Brazilian society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s fast changing business environment since globalization has required that the organizations use rapid and effective means for improving products and services estimating costs techniques, earnings management and decision support [1].

The Brazilian state apparatus have long been the target in the search for administrative improvement. In recent years, the issue of efficiency of the state is assuming an increasingly important role in our society. Inserted in this context, the Naval Senior Management was, for years, concerned to find a solution to the inability to measure the military industrial organizations and service providers [3].

Thus, in 1994, the Navy created the Services Provider Military Organizations (OMPSs) and the OMPS System, focusing on the pursuit for improvement of internal controls and more efficient cost determination of industrial and services provider military organizations. Such organizations provide industrial and hospital services, research in science and technology to military organizations and eventually to civil authorities, among others. They have adopted, since 1994, the registration and control of their costs through financial statements, and management buoyed by strategic planning [2].

Several authors in the last three decades have spread doctrines aimed at exploiting the strategic potential of accounting; assisting, therefore, the process of decision making by the user. In this vein, in 1989, the researcher Yuji Iijiri proposed an expansion of traditional accounting to a dynamic structure, called momentum accounting, which would subsidize the managers of an organization in decision making.

In general, the core of his theory is the fact that accounting does not recognize the inertia of transactions occurring in an entity, and that occur repeatedly in some cases regardless of the implementation of new actions by its managers. This thus creates an accounting measurement structure that extends the conventional structure of double entries to one of triple entries - it provides information for administration through separate statements: balance sheet, income statement for the period and balance of shares.

That said, and especially focusing on the search for a methodology/alternative tool to support accounting information extraction of a strategic nature, useful for decision making, this research envisions the possibility of applying the multidimensional theory within a Brazilian Navy’s services provider military organization.

Besides better utilization of the strategic potential of the accounting structure prevailing in the OMPS system, it also tries to simplify the presentation of accounting information from the Statements in order to facilitate interpretation by the managers of the organization.

The problem to be answered by this research is: how can the momentum accounting be applied in a Brazilian Navy’s Services Provider Military Organization? As an ultimate goal, this study examines how one can apply the multidimensional theory in the context of the Repair and Special Supplies Center of the Marine Corps (Centro de Reparos e Suprimentos Especiais do Corpo de Fuzileiros Navais - Cresumar), a Navy’s military organization providing industrial services.

Therefore, the study essentially seeks to explore the statements of earnings, the performance evaluation reports, the
strategic management plan, the management autonomy contracts, among other documents, so to verify the possible use of the accounting dynamic structure in the production of information useful for decision making.

In fact, what is expected of a structure of accounting measurement is closely related to the needs of its users. To Ijiri [7], while a structure of accounting measurement must rely on the requirements of completeness and coherence, this structure is also expected to provide improved flexibility and adaptability to the constantly evolving needs of the users.

Given the above, this study finds justification under the current demands of the Brazilian society, with regard to efficiency and quality in public affairs. With this fulcrum, it evaluates the possibility of greater use of information recorded in the financial statements of the OMPSs, within the strategic decisions of the organization. It thus seeks to minimize the occurrence of unscientifically structured decisions or decisions based on paradigms that do not match the reality, which may cause undesirable side effects that threaten the continuity of the entity.

This research is organized into six sections. The first, introductory, seeks to contextualize the issue and to present the main goal. The second and third sections intend to present the theoretical construct used, which grounds the study through a literature review. The fourth section addresses the methodological aspects; and the fifth one, the development and information concerning the analysis and resulting outcomes. Finally, section six is dedicated to presenting the conclusions and recommendations of the research.

II. MULTIDIMENSIONAL ACCOUNTING

Through his studies, Yuji Ijiri intends to reformulate the vision of conventional accounting that the facts and phenomena occurring in patrimony have only two types of observations: source and application. Conventional accounting is defined by Ijiri [7] as the branch of accounting that records transactions and reports on the financial statements of an entity. Conventional accounting includes financial, management and government accounting.

In this sense, the foundations of this paradigm are towards greater attention to the concept of accumulated net income. With the passage of time, the net income accumulates to a greater attention to the concept of accumulated net income. With this fulcrum, it evaluates the possibility of greater use of information recorded in the financial statements of the OMPSs, within the strategic decisions of the organization. It thus seeks to minimize the occurrence of unscientifically structured decisions or decisions based on paradigms that do not match the reality, which may cause undesirable side effects that threaten the continuity of the entity.

Given the above, this study finds justification under the current demands of the Brazilian society, with regard to efficiency and quality in public affairs. With this fulcrum, it evaluates the possibility of greater use of information recorded in the financial statements of the OMPSs, within the strategic decisions of the organization. It thus seeks to minimize the occurrence of unscientifically structured decisions or decisions based on paradigms that do not match the reality, which may cause undesirable side effects that threaten the continuity of the entity.

This research is organized into six sections. The first, introductory, seeks to contextualize the issue and to present the main goal. The second and third sections intend to present the theoretical construct used, which grounds the study through a literature review. The fourth section addresses the methodological aspects; and the fifth one, the development and information concerning the analysis and resulting outcomes. Finally, section six is dedicated to presenting the conclusions and recommendations of the research.

A. The Basics of Double-Entry Bookkeeping

The structure used in conventional accounting (double-entry) is very useful for the development of the multidimensional structure. Yuji Ijiri emphasizes that this construction does not mean a break with that. Instead, it is an improvement of a structure long recognized and praised by scholars like Goethe [7], who argues that this is one of the greatest inventions of the human spirit, and Sombart [7], who underscores the power of double entries by comparing them with the systems developed by Galileo and Newton.

To the author of the multidimensional theory, the duality of transactions (debit accounts and credit accounts) together with the accounts of income (profits and losses) have been accepted as the true foundations of double-entry bookkeeping. Finally, the transition from single-entry bookkeeping, in which the wealth of the entity is the only measure to be recorded, to the double-entry bookkeeping is checked. At this time, the entity begins to consider the accounting records not only from the perspective of wealth, but also of income, honoring the relationship between them.

According to Ijiri [7], the income accounts explain what happens in the accounts of wealth. In this reasoning, income figures as explanans and wealth as explanandum. This words used by Hempel and Oppenheim, so that explanandum refers to the phenomenon to be explained and explanans refers to the phenomenon itself.

B. The Dynamic Structure

In exploring the relationship between wealth and income, it seems to be clear that changes in the balance of wealth in a given period are explained by income accounts in the same period. According to Ijiri [6], wealth accounting is used for accounts that represent the financial status of the entity and are called inventory accounts. In turn, flow accounts (include income accounts - revenues and expenditures) are capital accounts that indicate recurrent changes on that wealth.

\[ \Delta \text{Stocks}_n = \text{Fluxes}_n \]

*Where \( n \) represents the period examined.

In theoretical and practical basis, this equality explains the changes in wealth. However, one sees the need for an explanation for the changes that may occur in the accounts flow. In this context, the temporal rate of change that permits measuring the rate at which income is acquired at a given instant, called the momentum rate, is suggested.

Ijiri’s vision [7] differs from that of conventional accounting regarding the occurrence of accounting facts or phenomena. For him, the vast majority of these facts or phenomena occurs in a continuous way, from its inception (e.g., depreciation, interest, salaries etc.), contradicting the snapshot characteristic adopted as a rule by conventional accounting.

As a feature, conventional accounting through the double-entry method shows changes in capital from historical data, without considering the projection of the future.

\[ \text{ASSETS} - \text{LIABILITIES} = \text{CAPITAL} \]

\[ \text{WEALTH} = \text{CAPITAL} \]

\[ \text{PRESENT} = \text{PAST} \]
However, according to Ijiri [5], the structure of accounting measurements should consider a third dimension, more forward-looking and that deals with issues such as budget, plans and projects of the organization.

\[
\text{FUTURE = PRESENT = PAST} \\
\text{FORECAST = WEALTH = CAPITAL}
\]

Inspired by the Mechanics [14], the multidimensional accounting, displaying its dynamic bias, includes quantities such as momentum, force and impulse. The heart of this issue is the idea that many of the revenues and expenses incurred in the business of the entity remain occurring in "automatic" mode, unlike the static character inherent to two-dimensional accounting.

Therefore, in brief, it is possible to verify the mathematical relations between the quantities exploited, mainly in respect to the derivation (force is the derivative of the linear momentum in time), integration (momentum is the integral of the force over time) and difference (impulse is the change in momentum). Exposed in this manner, the concepts help in understanding the development of the multidimensional theory called Momentum Accounting.

C. The Momentum Accounting

The triple-entry bookkeeping is developed in the wake of the same logic that the evolution from single-entry bookkeeping to double-entry is based. As already seen, the rate called momentum corresponds to the change in which the income of an entity changes over a certain period. Moreover, while varying the income, wealth is also changed in the same proportion (stock-flow relationship). We can thus consider that momentum is closely related to wealth and income, since any change in its value simultaneously influences them.

\[
\text{Income} = \text{Momentum} \times \text{Time}
\]

The multidimensional theory correlates the term momentum with the mechanical magnitude "speed", while preferring to use distinct names. On this, the author of the theory justifies his position by momentum conveying the idea of "inertia", combined with the fact that the sum of the momenta of two objects has significance, unlike what occurs when the speed of these objects are added. The third dimension then begins to emerge, since there is "something" that modifies the change in intensity of this flow (income) [7].

According to Ijiri [7], there is an essential difference between momentum accounting and conventional accounting: the status quo. In a conventional basis, the status quo is the state with zero income, with no change in gain of wealth, while in the perspective of momentum, it is the state of zero change in the rate at which the income has been gained. This point seems to reflect more clearly the idea of inertia associated with the momentum.

1. Force, Impulse and Action in the Three-dimensional Perspective

In the journey towards the improvement of the two-dimensional perspective, the concept of momentum is highlighted and the reasons for changing its amounts begin to be discussed. In this context, what would lead to a change in the rate of momentum measured in $/month? The answer lies in the concept of "force" that justifies such changes.

Measured under the unit $/Month², force is primarily responsible for the change in the rate at which wealth is being acquired by an entity. This dynamic change implies the characterization of another concept called "impulse", measured in units of $/month, responsible for the changes in net income in the month since it directly influences the rate of momentum.

\[
\text{Impulse} = \text{Force} \times \text{Time}
\]

In order to achieve the full balance of the three-dimensional perspective, the magnitude is multiplied by the periods in which it remains constant, reflecting the magnitude called "action." Consequently, the same foundation that justifies the understanding of the relationship between wealth and income (explanandum and explanans), in which the variation of wealth in a period is explained by the income stream in that same period, is found in the relationship between action and income.

\[
\Delta \text{Wealth} = \text{Income if and only if } \Delta \text{Income} = \text{Action}
\]

Given the view of the proposed balance, Ijiri [7] incorporates to the double-entry bookkeeping based on the axes of debit and credit a third component called trebit, due to the influence of the magnitude "action." Thus, wealth accounting may be understood as the wealth-income-action ratio (triple-entry measured in $), the momentum accounting, the momentum-impulse ratio (double-entry measured in $/month). And force accounting may be understood as the set of the magnitude "force" (single-entry measured in $/month²).

In short, the mathematical relationships involving all these magnitudes focus on three: derivation, integration and difference (Fig. 1).
According to Ijiri [7], the results of an entity in a given period of time are not necessarily obtained from the ratio of the rates of momentum perhaps applied. However, if done this way, it allows the user to visualize the real financial state of the organization at that moment.

In general, it is possible to visualize an infinitely expandable structure based on the vertical derivative relationship and the horizontal relationship of reasons. In this joint structure, the wealth management focuses on the recording of input and output basic data (active and passive). At the heart of its responsibility, momentum management monitors that wealth’s rates of variation, complemented by the force management which, in turn, focuses the internal and external forces that change the momentum, occupying themselves with issues related to strategic planning [7].

2. A Use of Wealth

The theory developed by Ijiri proposed the analysis of the derivative relationships between the magnitudes, in order to achieve an idea of convergence. The question now posed is: what are the results of an expansive analysis of the structure, especially in the integration relationships between magnitudes? The core lies in the perception that wealth itself (stocks), from the simple fact that it exists, has the potential to influence the calculation of the profitability of the entity, when considered its "level" of use.

The sector of use of wealth ($/month) created from the integration of wealth in time lacks a side interrelationship, so that an explanatory relationship is established similar to that occurred between the wealth and income sectors. Ijiri calls this new sector "benefits". The contents reflect the benefits from the wealth used. The theory designates as financial benefits those that aim at the financial result for the entity (finance, cash etc.), and as economic benefits those that aim at achieving business results (stocks) [7].

This context shows the establishment of a multidimensional structure of accounting measurements, in which the benefits are explained by the use of wealth. It thus forms a statement supported by an axis of four principal components (benefits, wealth, momentum and strength), with its own units and based on a single concept: the wealth acquired. Hence, the combination of these components culminates in building a 4 x 4 table (Table I) from which data useful for the management of an organization can be extracted. Of these 4 sectors, it is clear that only wealth and income are used by the conventional accounting [7].

### III. The Repair and Special Supplies Center of the Marine Corps (Cresumar)

The Repair and Special Supplies Center of the Marine Corps (Cresumar) originated from a material warehouse of the General Command Marine Corps (Comando-Geral Corpo de Fuzileiros Navais - CGCFN), linked to the then Logistics Section of the General Staff of the Marine Corps (Corpo de Fuzileiros Navais - CFN) and arranged for receipt and distribution of the material coming from the Military Assistance Program (MAP). The latter used dependencies of the then CFN Instruction Center, located on Ilha do Governador, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in the early ’60s.

In 1994, with the activation of the OMPS system in the Navy of Brazil, Cresumar was elevated to the status of Industrial OMPS, starting to count the operational costs of its services and the administrative expenses for its maintenance by means of the method of absorption costing and a business-type management.

According to the regulations in force, it is highlighted that OMPSs must monthly confront the real values of their indirect costs and administrative expenses, appropriated in accordance with the procedures, with the respective budgeted/billed amounts for the period. This is done so as to verify the correctness of the indexes and fees applied in their billing for the recovery of indirect costs and administrative expenses incurred in the period [12].

#### A. The Strategic Management Plan (SMP) and Autonomy Management

The adoption of the management philosophy called "Strategic Management" by Cresumar aims to equip the MO of the conditions necessary to keep pace with rapid advances in technology, information and management, facing the growing challenges of the complex environment experienced by an Industrial Services Provider Military Organization [8].

---

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Benefits (3rd derivative)</th>
<th>Wealth (2nd derivative)</th>
<th>Momentum (1st derivative)</th>
<th>Force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefits (2nd derivative)</td>
<td>Wealth (1st derivative)</td>
<td>Force</td>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits (1st derivative)</td>
<td>WEALTH</td>
<td>Income</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENEFITS</td>
<td>Use of Wealth</td>
<td>Use of Wealth</td>
<td>Use of Action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** [11] (adapted)
As a result of a consolidated Strategic Management Plan (SMP), Cresumar adopted the management autonomy, disseminated by the Reform Plan of the State Apparatus. It consists of a management model characterized by managerial decisions and actions results-oriented and that focuses on customer demands and is based on strategic planning. This model is based on entrepreneurial management, aiming at achieving results through management contracts [12].

Even though Cresumar signed in 1999 its first management autonomy contract with the Navy of Brazil, represented by the Secretary General of the Navy, only the contracts No. 70000/2005-001/00 (2005-2006) [8], No. 70000 / 2007-002-00 (2007-2008) [9] and No. 70000/2009-001-00 (2009-2010) [10] are considered for this study, because of the timeline that includes the SMP discussed here. Accordingly, the object of these contracts is the pact of targets to be achieved by OMPSs, extracted from the Strategic Management Plan. In turn, the indicators, the formulas for calculating and the evaluation system used in the performance evaluation reports under the contract are the ones set out in the SMP, effective upon signature.

IV. METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS

This study adopted the research strategy of the case study that entails a thorough and deep dive into a bounded object (research problem), enabling thereby the penetration into the social reality of Cresumar, not fully achieved, in theory, by quantitative evaluation.

According to Yin [15], by nature, the case study involves issues that are composed of propositions such as "how" and "why", in addition to the focus on contemporary phenomenon in real-life context in which the investigator has little control over events.

Given the concepts exposed, and in view of the objectives proposed in this study, the case study was chosen as research strategy because it presents itself as the most appropriate technique. It allows for greater depth on the subject and enhances the power of analysis. Added to this, the fact that the main issue of the survey is formulated with the proposition "how", and that it sticks to a current phenomenon, on which low level of control on the part of the researcher is found.

This research is considered exploratory and descriptive. Descriptive because it exposes characteristics of Ijiri’s multidimensional theory, of the OMPS system adopted in the Navy of Brazil and in Cresumar, with its strategic and autonomic management model. And it is exploratory when it applies the theory in reference to the financial statements produced by these organizations, looking for patterns, ideas or hypotheses, rather than testing or confirming a hypothesis. Furthermore, it seeks the enhancement of ideas and discovering insights about the use of a dynamic accounting structure in a public organization.

As for the technical procedures adopted, although Gil [4] states that it is possible to treat literature as a kind of documentary research, that relies on printed material mainly for reading purposes, there was both a literature and documental search. Literature search due to part of the studies having been developed based on material already prepared, such as books, dissertations and scientific articles. Classification as a documentary results from the adoption of material that has not yet received analytical treatment from internal or external files regarding the military organization, such as reports, regulations, memos, letters, tables, statistics, among others.

The analysis structure of this research was inspired by the methodology employed by Ijiri [7] in developing his theory applied to a computer leasing virtual company. For construction of the theoretical platform literature and documental sources contained in the reference document were used, in order to provide the necessary support for the development of the analysis of the case.

The limitations of this study stem from two sources. The first, typical of the case studies, is supported by a concern with the difficult scientific generalization from bases related to a single experiment/case, as highlighted by Yin [15]. Minimizing this concern, the said author asserts that "[...] case studies, like experiments, can be generalized to theoretical propositions and not to populations or universes.” In accordance with the peculiarities of the accounting aspects of OMPSs, the results are paved with organizations with characteristics similar to the study unit, subject to the theoretical propositions of the research.

The second limitation, in turn, finds support in studies involving the human component: the phenomenon of unpredictability. In fact, the result recorded by the survey is influenced by the status quo of the behavioral environment that surrounds it. Thus, the behavior and conviction elements that influenced the progress of this work may suffer changes with the passage of time.

V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Planning and Execution in Production Sectors

In light of the performance evaluation reports that are prepared quarterly and for the monitoring and evaluation of the goals agreed in the contract of management autonomy. There are four main Cresumar’s centers of consumption, namely: Moto-mechanization, Armament, Optics and Electronics, and Industrial Support.

According to Fig. 2, the curve representing the total number of planned services approaches a straight line, between 2005 and 2008, showing certain constancy. However, the exception is noted in the planning done for the year 2009, when there was a reduction of approximately 27% over the average of previous years' planned services, calculated on 6,748 items.
Prospects of Production and Economic Circumstances

Since June 2004 Brazil commands the military force of the UN peacekeeping mission in Haiti, called Minustah. Brazil's involvement has demanded of its armed forces preparation and training of its men and means. Concurrently with this, there is the gradual renewal of operating means in use by the Navy. The purchase of new light and armored vehicles in the period studied, to make up the collection of the Marine Corps, requires special attention of the management of Cresumar.

Given this context, together with new perspectives brought about by the enactment of the National Defense Strategy, monitoring of this scenario by Cresumar management becomes imperative in order to enhance its capacities to cope with the likely increase in its activities, given the aforementioned processes of modernization and restructuring already underway and ahead.

According to data obtained from the Union General Controlling Office [13], the Ministry of Defense had an annual growth rate of sustained budgetary transfers from the Federal Government in the period between 2005 and 2009. This scenario is reflected in the resources allocated to the Navy Command which, in turn, pass it on to their subordinate military organizations. Meanwhile, the growth of transfers made to the Navy Command had the average annual rate of 13%.

As announced by the Federal Government through the Brazil Portal available on the internet, inflation represents the increasing and continuous generalized prices of goods and services traded in a country, allowing for a reduction in the purchasing power of money. In a sense, inflation rates recorded in each year affect the price of products and services and should be considered in the planning of spending by the Repair Center. According to the data obtained from the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics, the average rate of inflation, based on the national large index of consumer price, calculated at 5% for the period between the years 2005 and 2009.

C. Application of the Multidimensional Perspective

1. Periodic Financial Statements

The Accounting Department at the OMPS monthly monitors the outcome of the industrial production. In this context, the Statement of Comprehensive Income for the Period (SCI) issued at the end of each financial year represents the cumulative result of the year. Table II shows the income streams of the SCI relating to the period between 2005 and 2009.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Adm. Exp.</th>
<th>Losses</th>
<th>Net Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>12,784</td>
<td>-10,765</td>
<td>-1,085</td>
<td>-391</td>
<td>542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>13,572</td>
<td>-11,916</td>
<td>-958</td>
<td>-49</td>
<td>647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>15,417</td>
<td>-13,719</td>
<td>-985</td>
<td>-89</td>
<td>622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>15,294</td>
<td>-13,652</td>
<td>-930</td>
<td>-39</td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>17,188</td>
<td>-16,011</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td></td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Structuring the Perspective of Momentum

Continuing with the construction of three-dimensional structure of the financial statements of Cresumar, the second step of determining the rate of momentum becomes the focus. Armed with the data from the SCI, we calculate the rate of change that is changing income streams.

Once the rates of momentum have been determined, the next step is to disclose the possible reasons that changed the pace of growth of the organization. The focus now becomes the determination of the components that make up the pace of income growth, called three-dimensional impulse in accounting. For the development of this stage, revenues, costs, administrative expenses and losses have been dismembered in centers of consumption, where the values that make up the accounts in question are accumulated.

Table III helps to visualize the impulses that influence the momentum rates and further evidences the sectors responsible for the losses raised.
TABLE III
CRESUMAR’S STATEMENT OF MOMENTUM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOMENTUM</th>
<th>IMPULSE</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(R$/month)</td>
<td>(R$/month)</td>
<td>31-Dec 2007</td>
<td>31-Dec 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev.</td>
<td>1,284,782</td>
<td>1,274,582</td>
<td>-10,201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>-1,143,301</td>
<td>-1,137,721</td>
<td>5,581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adm. Expens.</td>
<td>-82,156</td>
<td>-77,528</td>
<td>4,628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses</td>
<td>-7,484</td>
<td>-3,274</td>
<td>4,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Moment</td>
<td>51,841</td>
<td>56,059</td>
<td>4,218</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where:
1 = Moto-mechanization; 2 = Optics and Electronics; 5 = Department of Command; 6 = Administration Department.

TABLE IV
OMPS’ EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL FORCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXTERNAL FORCES</th>
<th>INTERNAL FORCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allocation Force</td>
<td>Force of Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8% per month</td>
<td>0.3% per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(invoiced revenue)</td>
<td>(invoiced revenue, costs, administrative expenses and losses)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation Force</td>
<td>Force of Wages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4% per month</td>
<td>0.3% per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15% costs and administrative expenses)</td>
<td>(85% costs, 86%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Construction of the Force Accounting (Future)

Having completed the first two steps of the three-dimensional structure, where the wealth management focused on the basic input/output data (active and passive) and the momentum management monitored the rates of change of that wealth, then the analysis focuses on force management, responsible for changing the momentum.

As seen on Ijiri’s approach, forces can be external and internal in nature. In this research, the criteria used to determine the forces were based on the possibility of translating them into numbers and in the clarity and relevance judged by the investigator. This does not exhaust the possibility of disclosing any other forces that lead to greater calculation difficulty.

In order to elucidate the above, Table IV summarizes the external and internal forces considered in dynamic accounting, as well as the sectors where the respective forces incur with their bases of calculations. Corroborating Ijiri’s understandings, there are several forces that may incur in the rate at which the organization receives income. At this point, good ability of perception and sensibility on the part of the professional responsible for determining them is required. Obviously, this study does not exhaust the possible forces acting on the income stream of the entity, so the scope of forces considered was based on easily accessible data and information.

4. Dynamic Translated into Numbers

Given the above, it is then possible to complete the formation of the multidimensional structure alluding to the Repair Center data of the period being analyzed. In this context, the three accounting levels were sized: wealth, momentum and force. Collaborating for a better understanding of the components involved,

To optimize space, the Centers of Consumption (CECO) were grouped into two accounts, according to their characteristics. The "Production" account with the values of the Divisions Moto-mechanization, Armament, Optics and Electronics and Industrial Support, and the "Support" account with those of the Department of Command, Department of Administration and Quartermaster Department. Note that in the three-dimensional structure the breaking into CECO allows for better visualization of implicit information, facilitating thereby the evaluation by the user.

The three levels of the three-dimensional structure - wealth, momentum and force - form a portrait that synthesizes the aspects related to the past, present and future of the public entity, organized so as to facilitate the perception of the results obtained in the triggered analysis.
Sensitivity and knowledge on the part of the executor and the circumstances surrounding it are valuable for forecasting exercises. The theory of momentum accounting corroborates this view by highlighting the importance of sensitivity of the user in handling the component "impulse", responsible for identifying the forces acting on the dynamics of accounts (postulate of assignment). Moreover, Ijiri emphasizes that the income on a given period does not necessarily grow at the rates stipulated by the momentum accounting; however, when adopted, they allow for better visualization of the real financial state of the organization.

Therefore, the inconsistencies observed in terms of costs and administrative expenses, that influence the net result, seem to come from the absence of forces not considered in the dynamics of the accounts analyzed. Certainly, this fact should not discourage continuity in identifying these forces, as well as improvement in their measurements (Table V).

5. Traditional Evaluation versus Momentum Model

With the increase of data from the perspective of momentum in the traditional SCI, two of the primary benefits sought by the multidimensional theory seem to be noticeable, namely: a) immediate disclosure by CECO of the loss of ability to produce income; b) consideration of "forces" independent of other sectors (Wealth, Momentum and Benefit) that cause changes in the income of the momentum, by CECO.

From the new model of SCI developed (Table VI), the intention is to further facilitate and simplify viewing of information by the decision maker, added to the traditional SCI by the dimensional accounting.

The analysis of information from the perspective of momentum brought by the Statement of Table VI must necessarily be carried out considering the fields "inertia" and "forces" together. The first, inertia, represents the rate at which the income accounts of the organization have been changing, based on the history of previous accounting records (past) reflecting its current situation (present). The second field is of predictive character and represents the internal and external components that change rates inherent to the inertia fields.

### TABLE V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Statement for the Period (RS)</th>
<th>Actual 2008</th>
<th>(1) Projected 2009</th>
<th>(2) Actual 2009</th>
<th>Difference (2)-(1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revenues</strong></td>
<td>15,294,978</td>
<td>15,493,766</td>
<td>17,188,161</td>
<td>1,694,395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Costs</strong></td>
<td>13,652,647</td>
<td>13,635,652</td>
<td>16,011,732</td>
<td>2,376,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adm. Expenses</strong></td>
<td>930,341</td>
<td>980,159</td>
<td>904,709</td>
<td>-75,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Losses</strong></td>
<td>39,284</td>
<td>89,567</td>
<td>100,909</td>
<td>11,342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Result</strong></td>
<td>672,705</td>
<td>788,387</td>
<td>170,809</td>
<td>-617,578</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE VI

**SCI THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>SUBITEM</th>
<th>ITEM TOTAL (RS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-REVENUE OF THE PERIOD</td>
<td>TOTAL (RS)</td>
<td>15,294,978.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1-Billing</td>
<td></td>
<td>14,758,974.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2-Reduction of Advances</td>
<td></td>
<td>566,051.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3-Discounts</td>
<td></td>
<td>(30,048.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-COSTS OF SOLD SERVICES</td>
<td>TOTAL (RS)</td>
<td>(13,652,647.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-GROSS RESULT</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,642,330.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES</td>
<td>TOTAL (RS)</td>
<td>(930,341.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1-Personnel</td>
<td></td>
<td>(799,031.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2-Third Party Services</td>
<td></td>
<td>(108,518.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3-Material</td>
<td></td>
<td>(22,791.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-OPERATING RESULT</td>
<td></td>
<td>711,989.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-LOSSES</td>
<td>TOTAL (RS)</td>
<td>(39,284.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1-Material</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2- Personnel</td>
<td></td>
<td>(39,284.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-NET RESULT</td>
<td></td>
<td>672,705.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PERSPECTIVE OF MOMENTUM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CECO</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INERTIA</strong></td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adm. Expenses</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FORCES</strong></td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adm. Expenses</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Arrow ↑ = increasing trend; Arrow ↓ = reduction trend; Shaded field = ALERT.

Where:

1 = Moto-mechanization; 2 = Armament; 3 = Optics and Electronics; 4 = Industrial Support; 5 = Department of Command; 6 = Administration Department; 7 = Quartermaster Department; Adm. Expenses = Administrative Expenses.

Present in these fields, the arrow facing upward means a framework of increase of the relevant rate, in absolute values, while the down arrow means a decrease of that rate. Finally, the red shading in some fields, as a sign of "alert", intends to draw the attention of the manager to thoroughly verify the reasons for the situation presented here, so that any necessary corrective actions may be triggered, if deemed appropriate.

Finally, the conventional mechanism of analysis (SCI and Performance Evaluation Report), which is crucial for conducting management actions, seems to gain even more value when the prospect of momentum is added to it, since it
provides new information to the decision maker, allowing the timely adoption of corrective actions and also, in the strategic horizon, the creation/revision of objectives, targets and performance indicators.

VI. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

The present study aimed to investigate the possibility of applying the multidimensional theory of accounting, in the scope of a public agency, in the specific case of a Industrial Services Provider Military Organization owned by the Navy of Brazil, and which adopts the registration and control of its costs through financial statements since 1994 and also has its management buoyed by strategic planning.

Thus, in the wake of what has been set in its introduction, the ultimate goal of this research was to determine how it is possible to apply that theory in an OMPS. In this sense, the following question was asked: how can momentum accounting be applied in a military organization that provides industrial services?

From the results, it appears that it is possible to use the multidimensional theory in the context of the OMPS (Cresumar). Mutatis mutandis to the peculiarities of public accounting, the research allowed the confirmation that the momentum accounting promotes immediate visualization of the behavior of costs and expenses of each sector involved in the activities of the Repair Center. This facilitates the adoption of any punctual and timely corrections, so as to keep the organization "navigating" the desired course.

In their future dimension, the results indicate that the use of the concept of momentum includes hits and misses when comparing the designed scenario to that effectively performed. In fact, it seems to be necessary more knowledge of the circumstances surrounding the organization's environment in order to identify and ascertain more precisely the possible forces acting on the dynamics of the accounts.

Furthermore, supporting the author's multidimensional theory, the three-dimensional structure designed, although requiring improvements in their modus operandi in Cresumar, allowed to gather new information translated into numbers and thus not aired in this structural way, previously. In this manner, perception of the state closest to the actual financial organization was allowed to the user of the structure. Hence, taken the first step towards an eventual implementation of a multidimensional structure, it is expected of the OMPS managers gradual familiarization and improvement of the new Table of Accounts hypothesized, therefore causing greater sensitivity in dealing with momentum and impulse.

The legal and operational bases that seek to facilitate disclosure of depreciation of property under custody of the Public Administration are recent. Cresumar still lacks a consolidated accounting mechanism that enables the registration and monitoring of expenses involved with the use of these assets. Thus, the benefit accounting designed to measure the income arising from the ownership and use of assets could not be analyzed in this study. It was, however, a recommendation for future research related to the theme.

The strategic management plan, together with the management autonomy, gives Cresumar high level in the monitoring and evaluation of the activities, contributing to higher quality in the use of the public funds involved. The requirements addressed by legislation, in particular those brought about by the Fiscal Responsibility Law when imposing planned and transparent actions to public management, are perceived in the strategic management adopted by the OMPS. The momentum theory seems to complement this scenario by optimizing the extraction of data and providing accounting information useful for decision-making on the part of public officials. Therefore, regarding the issue of efficiency, the use of the momentum theory within a public organization with consolidated strategic planning entails a strengthening of the existing alignment of its administration with the current desires of our society.

The accounting information obtained through the dynamic structure can be useful in subsidizing data for establishing targets and objectives agreed upon in management autonomy biennial contracts. Also, the number of performance indicators monitored periodically can be targets of possible improvements in light of the new horizons opened by this strategic accounting tool.

Finally, replication of this study in subsequent periods is also recommended, including other public organizations that adopt or not the strategic management in their planning, in order to compare the results found herein and to deepen knowledge on the subject.
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